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Paul wanted to learn to speak up for himself better and he

wanted to pick his own roommate to live with; he gained the

courage to get other people to listen to him and decided what 

he really wanted was to live by himself. Sallie wants to finish

college and get a job helping other people with disabilities; she

got support to apply for a scholarship so she could continue her

schooling. Andy wanted to spend more time out of his house

and meet people; and his circle helped him find a karaoke bar

and a pool hall near his home where he could hang out and 

use two of his favorite skills—singing and playing pool. 

Paul and Salle and Andy (not their real names) all participated this

past winter and spring in a course called “Taking Charge!”— a

five session course that taught advocacy and leadership

skills to young adults with disabilities and their circles of

friends and family. Each participant—all of whom were in their

20s—worked on developing life goals and action plans to meet

those goals. They practiced during sessions and between sessions,

taking some action steps and “taking charge” of their plans.

Taking Charge! was developed and conducted by PEAK Parent

Center’s Colorado Person-Centered Planning Initiative under a

grant from the Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council. It

was modeled after a previous course supported by the Council

called Partners in Leadership, which taught leadership skills to

adults with disabilities and parents of children with disabilities.

Taking Charge! was specifically designed for young 

adults who are still in that transition period between “school”

and “life.” Each participant came with their own individual

goals, most of which focused on choosing where they 

wanted to live, expanding their social connections, finding

meaningful ways to contribute through employment or other

community activities and, in general, participating in the

ordinary life of their communities.

At each weekend session of Taking Charge! a featured speaker

presented information on a particular topic, such as Choosing

Where You Want to Live or Developing Your Personal Profile.

There was time at each session for each circle to work on

individual action plans, and also for exchange of ideas and

strategies and work between and among the circles. Everybody

made new friends and gathered new

ideas and resources from each other.

Many of the participants have

aspirations to advocate for others

besides themselves. William wants to

be a public speaker. Kim wants to assist

others in developing their life plans.

Paul wants to influence elected

officials and policy makers. With

Taking Charge! as a catalyst, and

with the support of their circles

that have been expanded and

strengthened through this

training, these young people have

a good start on that journey.

Taking Charge! has been funded for

another year by the Council. The

sessions will begin in January and

will take place one weekend a month

for five months. Applicants between the

ages of 21 and 30 from across the state may

apply. Course expenses, including tuition, materials,

overnight accommodations and meals during Saturday of the

sessions will be covered. Additional travel assistance may be

available depending on your location. The application packet will

be available on the PEAK website (www.peakparent.org) in mid-

October and applications will be due in early December. You can

contact PEAK Parent Center at 1-800- 284-0251, extensions

112 or 117 for more information or personcenteredplanning@

peakparent.org.

Other project activities funded by the Colorado Developmental

Disabilities Council for individuals with disabilities from ages 

21–30 include:

Individual person-centered planning PATH sessions

Life-Building person-centered planning series

(being held in Aurora this year)

Circles 101 support activities to assist young 

people to develop and maintain their own personal 

support networks

Contact PEAK for more information about the above activities.

—By Elizabeth Hepp, program lead for Taking Charge!
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Research and practice agree that one of the greatest challenges facing individuals with

disabilities is obtaining employment. According to Harris & Associates (1988), “Not working 

is the truest definition of what it means to be disabled.” Research tells us that employer

attitudes, misperceptions about the abilities of individuals with disabilities, and costs of

providing accommodations contribute to the continued underemployment and unemployment

of this population.

Studies have begun to provide important information that refutes these misperceptions.

Siperstein, Romano, Mohler, and Parker (2005) found that customers have extremely positive

attitudes towards companies that hire individuals with disabilities. Recently, the Chicagoland

Chamber of Commerce’s disabilityworks (www.disabilityworks.org) commissioned DePaul

University to conduct a 3-year study of employers from the healthcare, retail, and hospitality

industries which found that employees with disabilities performed as well as employees 

without disabilities.

Overall findings indicated that employees with disabilities have a great deal to contribute 

to the labor force:

Employees with disabilities from the retail

and hospitality sectors stayed on the job

longer than participants without disabilities.

Across all three industries, employees with

disabilities had fewer scheduled absences

than those without disabilities.

Retail employees with disabilities had fewer

days of unscheduled absences than those

without disabilities.

Employees with disabilities averaged a 

job performance rating of 2.3 on a 3-point

scale; employees without disabilities

averaged a job performance rating of 

2.31 across all three industries.

Across all industries, there were minor

differences in the amount of supervision

required among employees with and 

without disabilities.

Research Speaks to 
the Benefits of Hiring
Employees with
Disabilities
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Change it
Anyway
Changing systems can be frustrating,

confusing and time consuming;

Strive to change them anyway.

If you speak out for change, they may accuse

you of being self-serving;

Speak out anyway.

If you make changes that work, they may

pretend to be an ally or persist with attacks;

Make change anyway.

If you make honest attempts at change, 

they may undermine your efforts;

Attempt change anyway.

What you spend years developing,

they may undo overnight;

Develop it anyway.

If your innovations are successful,

they may be jealous;

Innovate anyway.

The progress you achieve today,

they may forget tomorrow;

Make progress anyway.

Create positive change the best that you 

can, and it may never be enough;

Give it the best you’ve got anyway.

You see, in the final analysis, it is between

you and the person relying on the system;

It was never between you and 

them anyway.

This is dedicated to all those involved in changing human service systems to
work better for people that rely on them for support. 

Adapted by Michael Steinbruck from The Paradoxical Commandments by Kent
M. Keith and Do it Anyway by Mother Theresa.

The number of worker’s compensation claims of

retail participants with and without disabilities were

equivalent.

The healthcare and hospitality industry reported

very few accommodations for employees with

disabilities, with an average cost of $313.

Both employees with and without disabilities from

the retail industry reported that accommodations

were provided by their employer with “changes to

the work schedule” ranking first.

The DePaul study also conducted focus groups of twenty-

one administrators from 16 companies. Overall themes

from the focus groups include:

Disability employment agencies and disability

advocates were needed for recruiting and hiring

individuals with disabilities.

Managers were viewed as having biases against

employees with disabilities and concerns with the

cost of accommodations.

Promotion opportunities were limited for workers

with disabilities.

Costs connected to hiring employees with

disabilities were minimal and worth the expense.

The benefits of hiring employees with disabilities

included having dedicated and reliable employees

and a more diverse workforce.

This study backs up past studies (e.g., Sears & DuPont)

finding that individuals with disabilities are valuable

employees. Given the impending labor shortage, it is

critical that SE professionals continue to work with and

educate employers about the benefits hiring from this

untapped labor pool.

—By Laura Owens. Reprinted with permission from theAdvance, 
Volume 19, Issue 1, Spring 2008, a publication of APSE, 

The Network on Employment (www.apse.org).
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New Ticket to
Work Rules
Take Effect 
In 1999 Congress passed the 

Ticket to Work and Work Incentives

Improvement Act (TTW).  This

program was designed by the 

Social Security Administration (SSA)

to encourage and assist individuals

who receive Social Security Disability

Insurance (SSDI) and Supplemental

Security Income (SSI) in returning 

to work or, in some cases, to go to

work for the first time. Social Security

wanted to increase the choices

beneficiaries have in rehabilitation

and vocational services and to

enable beneficiaries to return to 

work without losing the health

insurance they receive through

Medicare or Medicaid.

The Ticket to Work program created

Employment Networks (EN) that

were intended to broaden the

choices that people have to receive

employment services. Prior to the

Ticket, state Vocational Rehabilitation

(VR) agencies provided the majority

of employment related services to

people with disabilities. Although VR

agencies are Employment Networks,

this concept includes an array of

other providers of employment

services. These include agencies 

that contract with VR to provide

specific services, the newly created

Workforce Centers, and many other

possible organizations, including

employers. Ticket holders have the

option of giving their Ticket to

Vocational Rehabilitation or giving it

to another Employment Network who

agrees to provide the services the

Ticket holder requires. In addition, if

the individual is dissatisfied with the

services they are getting from a

particular Employment Network, they

can unassign their Ticket from that

EN and assign it to another.

Social Security found, however, 

that the Ticket to Work has not

enabled the creation of the number

of Employment Networks they

envisioned and, more importantly,

those ENs that do exist were not

taking the number of Tickets that

SSA had hoped. Therefore, in July of

this year, new regulations went into

effect that SSA believes will improve

the Ticket program both for Social

Security beneficiaries and for

Employment Networks. This

article will focus primarily on

those changes that affect

Social Security beneficiaries.

One rule change that SSA

believes encourages

individuals to use their

Tickets, allows individuals

who use their tickets to

be exempt from medical

Continuing Disability 

Reviews (CDR). A CDR is 

a review to determine if an

individual still has a disability and is

still eligible for benefits. In order to

remove a beneficiary from Social

Security benefits SSA must establish

that the individual has made medical

improvement. While, continuing

disability reviews usually do not

result in individuals being determined

ineligible for disability benefits, many

individuals do not try to return to

work out of a fear a medical CDR

might result in their ineligibility for

benefits. Thus, exempting individuals

from a CDR is an incentive for them

to use their Ticket.

Additionally, the Ticket program is

expanding the number of beneficiaries

that are eligible for a Ticket. Previously,

individuals who were receiving

benefits, but who were expected to

improve medically, were not eligible

for a Ticket until after their first

Continuing Disability Review (CDR).

These individuals are now eligible for

a Ticket. 

Sister Act Section
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Another significant change to the 

TTW relates to individuals making

“timely progress.” In order for a

beneficiary to maintain their protection

from a medical CDR, they have to

show timely progress. Timely 

progress means that the individual 

is progressing towards their

employment goal in the timeline

established by Social Security. Timely

progress has always been a part of

the Ticket program, but previously 

an individual could show they were

making timely progress by having an

Individual Plan for Employment with 

a state VR agency or an Individual

Work Plan with an EN for their first 

24 months of Ticket use.  

Now, to show timely progress under

the new rules, an individual must

show that they have worked for three

months or more at the Trial Work

Level or have completed 60% of a full

time course load in a post-secondary

academic setting, or a combination 

of both. In the second year of Ticket

use the individual must work for six

months over the Trial Work Level or

complete 75% of a full time academic

course load. The Trial Work Level for

the year 2008 is $670 per month and

will increase each year. So, the

individual has to earn at least $670 

for three months in the first year and

six months in the second year. 

To show timely progress in the third

and fourth year a person uses their

Ticket to Work, they must work for

nine months. Moreover, that work

must be Substantial Gainful Activity

(SGA) rather than the Trial Work 

Level of the first two years. This

means they must earn at least $940

per month or, for individuals who are

blind, $1570 per month. These 

figures will also increase annually. 

If an individual is in school, they 

have to complete 100% of a full time

academic year or have a combination

of work and school that adds up 

to 100%.

The addition of academics as an

indicator of timely progress is

significant.  In the past, because

timely progress could only be

demonstrated by working, it was

difficult for an individual to attend

college or a technical or vocational

training school for longer than the

initial 24-month period. Now an

individual can attend school for a 

four-year degree program. But the

individual must complete the degree

program in six years. This can be a

problem because, sometimes due to

the severity of an individual’s disability,

six years is not sufficient time to

complete the educational program.

Social Security will tell the individual

what they need to do to show timely

progress. Again, if the individual 

does not make timely progress, they

will not be exempt from a medical

Continuing Disability Review. And,

again while most disability reviews 

do not result in the individual being

found ineligible for benefits, that is 

a possible result.

Finally, another change to the 

Ticket rules may be especially 

helpful for individuals who need 

long-term employment support

services. The new rules allow an

individual to first be served by the

state VR agency and, when VR has

closed his/her case, their Ticket 

can be given to an Employment

Network. The Employment Network

can then provide longer-term

supports, such as job coaching.

To get additional information 

on the new Ticket to Work rules 

visit the Social Security website at

www.socialsecurity.gov/work. 

You can also contact us at The 

Legal Center.  Please contact

Jennifer Pfau at 303.722.0300,

800.288.1376 or

jennpfau@thelegalcenter.org or 

Geoff Peterson at 970.241.6371,

800.531.2105 or

peterson@thelegalcenter.org. 

Finally you can contact 

the Work Incentive Planning and

Assistance staff at Employ 

Colorado.  Their toll free 

number is 877.772.2982.

—By Geoff Peterson, Coordinator of the Protection
and Advocacy for Beneficiaries of Social Security, 

The Legal Center, Grand Junction
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The first step to

creating change is to

become aware of

the need for a

change. It’s not

news that the

unemployment rate

for people with

developmental

disabilities in our

country is over 85%.

Have you ever wondered

what all of those people do

with their time while the vast majority

of people without developmental

disabilities are working? Some stay at

home and watch television, some are

driven around in large vans with other

people with developmental disabilities to

sight-see, and others may go to

workshops full of other people with

developmental disabilities to do piece

work and get paid far less than the

minimum wage. What we do to make 

a living is an important part of who 

we are, and gives a sense of being 

a contributing member of society, 

if by nothing else than by being a

taxpayer. When a person is not

employed their ability or potential 

to contribute socially can be easily

overlooked or dismissed.

In 2003, after traveling around the 

state and gathering information from

people with developmental disabilities,

family members, employees of

Community-Centered Boards (CCBs),

and other interested parties, the

previous director of the Division for

Developmental Disabilities (DDD), 

Fred DeCrescentis, formed various 

ad hoc committees to explore specific

areas that citizens of Colorado had

talked with him about.

Employment and 

how adults with

developmental

disabilities spend

their days were

issues that came

up for people again

and again. When

the Council developed

its Five-Year Plan for

2007–2011, and talked

with people around Colorado

to find out what some of their top issues

were, employment was the most

frequently voiced concern.

The DDD Employment and Community

Participation Ad Hoc Committee began

meeting at the beginning of the year 

in 2004, and issued its final report 

and recommendations in June 2005.

The recommendations were

“…designed to increase the

opportunity for individuals to

participate in paid individualized

community employment and to 

have typical, valued connections 

in their community.” And, unlike 

most reports from committees and

workgroups, the committee’s report 

and recommendations are not taking 

up space and gathering dust. As of

September 1, 2008 one of the

recommendations is now required

practice across the state for each

person who receives comprehensive

services through their local CCB.

Just as the number of people living in

Colorado increased over the years from

1997 to 2004, the number of people who

received adult day services through

CCBs increased by 40% over the same

The Word is Spreading – There’s a
Job in Everyone’s Future!
By Marna Ares

The bad news is

that the number of

people working in

community-supported

employment decreased

dramatically...



time period. The bad news is that 

the number of people working in

community-supported employment

decreased dramatically while more

and more adults with developmental

disabilities were spending their time

in community participation programs.

The ad hoc committee recognized the

need to turn this trend around. The

committee recommended that a DDD policy

directive make it clear that every working-age

adult in the DD system should have as a primary goal 

and expectation that they will work in community-

supported employment. 

How do you turn around the trend that resulted in 

a 92% increase in community participation? As of

September 1 this year, reversing the trend, as the ad 

hoc committee recommended, begins with a system-

wide change in how people make plans for their future.

Each person who receives comprehensive 

services through their CCB must have a Long 

Term Care Service Plan that includes answers to

questions about employment in a section entitled

“Supported/Integrated Employment.” If the person 

is not currently employed, the plan must identify 

what the barriers are to employment and what 

the plan is to overcome those barriers.

Listed as possible barriers to

employment are individual, family,

system and support issues. And 

it doesn’t stop there—after

identifying the barriers the next

step is to describe measurable

goals to address the barriers to

employment. That means that the

ultimate goal, for each working-age

adult in DD services, is to work in a 

job in the community.

Since all Long Term Care Service Plans are submitted

online to the Benefits Utilization System database

maintained by the Department of Health Care Policy 

and Financing, Colorado’s Medicaid agency, it will 

be possible to keep track of information on such 

things as increases in the number of working-age 

adults in the DD system who have community-

supported jobs and decreases in the number of

working-age adults in community participation

programs. The final report and recommendations of

the DDD Employment and Community Participation 

Ad Hoc Committee can be found at http://www.cdhs.

state.co.us/ddd/PublishedReports.htm.
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...it will be possible

to keep track of

information on such things

as increases in the number 

of working-age adults in 

the DD system who have

community-supported

jobs...
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An article in the journal for the American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities highlighted elements

common to employment programs across the country. 

Characteristics among high-performing states include:

Clearly defined goals and data collection

Strong agency leadership

Interagency collaboration

Ongoing training and outreach

Communication through relationships, local control and flexibility

Respect for innovation

What does it mean to be a high-performing state? The study defined it as a state

that has a high rate of people employed in integrated employment or a high 

growth of integrated employment over time.  Integrated employment is defined 

as participation in competitive employment or supported employment.

Hall, Allison Cohen, Butterworth, John, Winsor, Jean, Gilmore, Dada, Metzel, Deborah, June 2007, “Pushing the Employment Agenda: Case Study Research of High
Performing States in Integrated Employment,” Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Volume 45, Number 3, 182-198.

Successful employment
initiatives across the country


